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Over 1,000 different contests are available in the GenLog database. With the ability to log two different entries (for example, two way voice contacts), log movements, simultaneous contacts, and many other features, General Logger Free Download makes logging so much easier. Whether you are competing, logging, or just taking a walk around the
neighborhood, with General Logger you can save the data quickly and easily. Be sure to check out our website! Starting a contest in a new area can prove to be difficult. What are the new options? How many contests can be added to the log? What are the addition processes? How many miles are there between contests? Can a brand new contest be added or
will they have to be merged into a current contest? If the number of contests is increased to more than 325, will all the contests be of equal value? If you want to add a new contest to your log, you now have the answer. The new feature in the General Logger is the contest packer. This feature is the quickest and easiest method of adding a new contest pack to
your log. For more detailed information, please see the detailed description below. What is a Contest Pack? The contest pack is simply a batch of the contest entries into one pack. You can also call it a merge, or it can be something else. The purpose of a pack is to manage duplicate entries. What are the benefits of Contest Packs? The benefits of contest
packs are many: They are easier to manage. Duplicate entries in a log are common problems. They can become very time consuming to delete. Now with contest packs you can delete duplicate entries in a matter of seconds. You can also batch change them quickly and easily. Contest packs make the log easier to manage. When a new contest pack is added, all
the existing entries are copied into a new pack. From that point, the existing entries are now duplicates to the entries in the new pack. Now when you switch packs, all the existing data is transferred to the new pack, and then the new entries can be added to the new pack. You can log a lot of contests on one page. Logbooks often have a page limit of 400
entries. When a new contest pack is added, all of the entries from the old contest pack are added to the new pack. Logging data can become tedious. Logging a lot

General Logger (LifeTime) Activation Code

• Support for more than 345 contests, • Two windows with different content: Stacked and Floppable, • Zooming and panning for large logarithms, • Graphically useful information in the edges of the logarithms, • Supports Add, Subtract and Multiply, • Customize your own rules and filters, • Help command line, • Compatible with Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
and also Mac OS X. This application allows you to log more than 345 contests in a simple and easy way. It also allows you to see who won the station contest in a list of counties (on a map). It can be used with various HF contests and activities. Features: - You can log in any frequency from CW to Microwave. - Supports modes like CW, PSK31, PSK33,
PSK41, PSK63, G5RV, G7RV, RTTY/AMS, AMS, IOTA, CLFA, Phone, Echolink and so on. - It supports channels from 20m to 160m. - For each and every contest, you can configure various filters and rules to be applied. - You can specify which frequencies to be logged. - Provides an easy way to zoom/pan the areas of interest. - Provides an easy way to
navigate through the different frequencies. - Provides an option to add, subtract and multiply operators. - Provides a help section with a list of command line options. - Provides an option to save logs on different computers. - Provides an option to share logs with your friends. - Supports RMS meters for amplitude and noise. - Supports other types of logs like
time, plus coverage, signal strength, range, power, and so on. - It supports RDF for DXCC. - It supports first-ever locations for each county-based contests. - It has a built-in plugin for the QRP contest graph. • When logging a contest, this application can display the graph of the contest activity graphically. • For each and every contest, you can view details
such as the number of callsigns, modes, the number of contacts, the length of contacts, and so on. - It can also be used for point-to-point QSOs. • The application can determine the mode for the 09e8f5149f
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General Logger is a simple to use logging software that radio amateurs can make use of. Tuner (SSB - V/UHF - CW - G/H/J/K/L/M/N/P/Q/R/S) General Logger is a simple to use logging software that radio amateurs can make use of. Use this software to log more than 345 HF/QRP/PSK/VHF/UHF/Microwave contests and activities. Log while looking for
counties to add to your total. GenLog can also be used as a general logbook to log any frequency from DC to light, including SWL. This comprehensive application is able to support more than 345 contests and activities. Tuner Description: Tuner is an SSB radio that allows you to play any audio file type you want from your computer. I have a personal linux
laptop that i use with an external dongle with a built-in tuner. I would prefer to use a standalone tuner with FM capability. If the standalone tuner is also tunable, then I am good to go. I found that a TB330 has a USB interface and both the TTUSB and TTUSB Portable can be used as tuners with TTUSB Portable being the more expensive version. Does
anybody have experience with this model? I am considering purchasing a standalone TB330 portable tuner for use with a DME 110 and a Kenwood TM-D700VX handheld. To my knowledge, the TM-D700VX is a VHF unit with an IF of 455.9 for the 2m band. However, I can't seem to find the exact IF for the 440 meter band. Does anybody know the exact
IF? It is a Kenwood TM-D700VX handheld that has an IF of 455.9 and is used for a VHF band from 3.25 to 10 meters. Would I be able to use the Kenwood TM-D700VX handheld with a TB330 standalone tuner? What frequency setting is the IF and what frequency band does the Kenwood TM-D700VX handheld cover? I have a CW only QRP program for
Windows 7/8/10. It is freely downloadable at and is also available as an online application for use on any computer with the proper software. I see that you already have a portable tuner

What's New in the?

Use this software to log more than 345 HF/QRP "CW" SSTV contests and activities. Log while looking for counties to add to your total. Log while looking for countries to add to your total. Log while looking for states to add to your total. Log while looking for nation to add to your total. Log while looking for stations to add to your total. Log while looking
for satellitesat to add to your total. Log while looking for hunters, campers,oranyone to add to your total. Log while looking for radios to add to your total. Log when QSLing for a station, contest,person or frequency. This comprehensive application is able to support more than 345 contests and activities. General Logger Features: 1. Radio Amateurs can log
their actual QSO, plus details of their equipment, contact and operation, the date and time they logged their QSO. 2. A human history log is created for each QSO, plus your personal comments. 3. Place a note in the top most part of the software to log or note down the telephone number of the person you communicated with. 4. List the country of the person
you communicated with. You can also list the countries where you logged. 5. List the state of the person you communicated with. You can also list the states where you logged. 6. List the nation of the person you communicated with. You can also list the nations where you logged. 7. List the region of the person you communicated with. You can also list the
regions where you logged. 8. List the entire international area you logged. You can also list the international area where you logged. 9. List the metropolitan area you logged. You can also list the metropolitan areas where you logged. 10. List the World Zonal Area you logged. You can also list the World Zonal Areas where you logged. 11. List the co-ordinates
where you logged. You can also list the co-ordinates where you logged. 12. List your state, nation, region, entire international area or world zones where you logged. 13. Tell if you logged from United States, or from any other country. 14. Tell if you logged during winter or summer, or year round. 15. Log countries, states, nations, international areas,
metropolitan areas or whole world zones where you logged. 16. List the
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements (only applicable for Mac and Linux): CPU: 1 GHz RAM: 2 GB Graphics Card: ATI Rage Pro HDD: 16 GB Screen Resolution: 1024x768 Additional Notes: Windows 10 users will be able to access the Multiplayer and Singleplayer Map Packs right away, without having to download the game. More information will be provided
as we make progress with the development. Also check out the upcoming International Championship Series event and the new Beta Region on the PS3. That's all for now,
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